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ABSTRACT 

 
Summarization aids to minimize document size while processing the meaning amidst Natural Language 
Processing. Summarization models based on precise sentences are adapted as they occur in inventive text 
and new sentences are produced with NLP models which are classified as extractive and abstractive models 
respectively. The complication that lies with NLP text made the abstractive summarization a complex 
process. An effective model is developed for abstractive summarization with a question answering system 
using ensemble classifiers. Review data is considered for BERT tokenization, Aspect Term extraction 
(ATE)is utilized to obtain aspects from review data. The sentiment rating is predicted using ensemble 
classifiers and fused with the majority voting model. The abstractive summarization is done using HAN-
ABCDM which involves with training and testing stages. In the training stage, HAN and ABCDM are trained 
with summarized text, question answer pairs and sentiment ratings obtained using the majority voting 
method. In testing phase, the trained HAN and ABCDM are adapted to retrieve predicted answers. 
Considering the question answering model, the proposed HAN-ABCDM QAS offered highest valued 
precision of 82.1%, recall of 95.7%, and F-measure of 93.9% compared to other existing methods. 
Keywords: Abstractive Summarization, Question Answering, HAN, ABCDM, Ensemble Classifier 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Text summarization involves complex 
mechanisms in processing the natural languages. It 
aims to condense a quantity of text to a small 
volume that comprises all essential information 
contained in original data. Methods related to 
summarization of texts are categorized into two 
classes, namely extractive and abstractive. 
Extractive summarization is to identify the most 
vital sentences using text by adapting statistical 
features and then organizing these sentences for 
building a summary. On the other hand, abstractive 
summarization is a technique wherein a 
meaningful summary is generated by rephrasing or 
utilizing new words in line of mining important 
sentences. In view of high strides of deep models, 
neural-based abstractive summarization 

techniques are more capable of generating smooth 
and understandable summaries. Nevertheless, 
classical neural abstractive summarization 
techniques are extensively susceptible to 
inconsistency errors which bring severe issues to 
usage and reliability of abstractive summarization 
models [1]. Examining the quality of content in a 
summary is a basic process in summarizing the 
texts. It gained immense focus by researchers over 
the past few years and well-known models include 
reference-based measures that treated a human-
written reference summary as major property and 
scored the candidate summary on the basis of 
content similarity with its reference [2]. Various 
text processing methods are devised for helping the 
network users to process the textual information in 
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which volume is unmanageable. Text 
summarization can be adapted to answer queries 
involving huge text corpora. The queries have a 
preliminary group of data which is subsequently 
filtered by a summarizer. It helps to build concise 
summaries from the document fragments 
considering the query terms [3]. 
Techniques obtained from processing the natural 
language and computational linguistics has 
basically altered how one processes, distributes, 
and obtains data like questions answering models 
and search engines. However, there exists a severe 
issue that haunts several text processing 
applications that represent how to automate and 
precisely assess the application quality. In some 
other scenarios, computation of NLP itself has led 
to an imperative research domain like evaluation of 
text summarization. The main complexity to 
design such computation arrives from the variety 
of NLP techniques and our inadequate 
understanding of NLP and human intelligence [4]. 
Annotated quantity in discussion level plays an 
imperative role in NLP and performs such 
processes like summarization of texts, question-
answering models and mining the knowledge. 
However, the kind of discourse annotation which 
is pertinent varies extensively and depends on the 
application. Thus, an empirical assessment is 
essential to discover the commonalities in the 
alterations of the discourse phenomenon and to 
design general-purpose techniques for discourse 
assessment. Automatic mining of causality 
knowledge offers people with illustrations in 
question-answering models is a complex process 
[5]. The emergence of the network and the growth 
of contemptible huge-capacity storage devices, one 
is generating a tidal wave of information. This 
scenario makes it difficult to identify and 
accumulate the data one really requires. 
Automated summarization of text is a key 
technique in overwhelming this complexity [6].  
Question answering represents a particular domain 
in retrieval of information. There exist several 
Question Answering System (QAS) that have their 
own application domain. QAS has several 
applications on the basis of source of answers. Like 
mining data from documents, learning languages, 
online examination models and document 
management are done. Major goal of QAS is to 
obtain relevant answers of questions instead of 
retrieving the whole document. There are two 
kinds of QAS involving open and closed domains. 
Open domain models are devised on the basis of 
the web in which there is no limitation of any era 
whereas closed domain models have less work 

domain like medicine or forecasting of weather [7]. 
Majority of models reported researchers depend on 
artificial intelligence (AI) assisted methods that 
combined NLP models and knowledge base and 
QA logics. The QA system's processing can be 
divided into three stages: question analysis 
(parsing, question classification, and query 
reformulation); document analysis (extracting 
potential documents and identifying potential 
answers); and retrieval analysis (extracting 
potential answers and ranking them). Artificial 
intelligence, natural language processing, 
statistical analysis, pattern matching, information 
retrieval, and information extraction are all used in 
the task of answering questions. Most 
contemporary works incorporate some or all of 
these approaches to generate improved systems 
that can manage their shortage. Additionally, the 
taxonomy arrived at this work for classifying the 
various QA systems created so far is based on the 
general approach used by each system in its many 
processing phases, which give rise to the following 
categorization: Three approaches: linguistic, 
statistical, and pattern. The information of 
knowledge is arranged in terms of production 
rules, frames, logics, templates, semantic networks 
and ontology’s which are used throughout 
assessment of question-answer pairs. The 
Linguistic models like tagging POS, tokenization 
and parsing are executed to user’s question to 
formulate it into an accurate query that mines the 
individual reaction from the structured dataset. 
Furthermore, with NLP models, some of the 
knowledge base QA models rely on rule-based 
models. After adapting NLP models, the rules are 
constructed to identify the question classification 
features. Quarc and Cqarc utilize heuristic rules 
which look for lexical and semantic clues for 
identifying the question sets. However, the 
classification of question set varies from one 
model to another [8]. 
The aim of the present work is to develop a model 
exploiting abstractive summarization for a hybrid 
deep model based QAS. BERT tokenization for 
obtaining tokens followed by aspect term 
extraction are usedto extract aspects. Sentiment 
rating is predicted with ensemble classifiers, like 
Deep Residual Network (DRN), Deep Quantum 
Neural Network (DQNN), and Deep Neuro Fuzzy 
Network (DNFN) and its outputs are fused with 
majority voting. Output generated from aspect 
term extraction is then considered as an input for 
abstractive summarization and the process is 
performed using HAN and ABCDM. The model 
comprises a training and testing phase. In the 
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training process, HAN and ABCDM are trained 
with summarized text, question answer pairs and 
sentiments obtained using ensemble classifiers. In 
the testing phase, question and summary are 
considered as input subjected to trained HAN and 
ABCDM in order to retrieve relevant answers. 
 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
One of the major issues with the existing 
abstractive summarization techniques is that the 
produced summary can be factually inconsistent. A 
new model is therefore essential for effective 
abstractive summarization with question 
answering. 
Nan, F et al.[9] reported a technique to address the 
factual consistencies in the process of 
summarization. Here, an effectual measure was 
devised for computing the factual consistency and 
then a learning model was modeled which 
increased the designed measure in the training 
model. However, this method did not include non-
differentiable computation measures in model 
training. To consider non-differentiable 
computation measure, a Durmus, E et al.[10] 
devised an automatic QAS based measure for trust, 
that incorporates current advancements in reading 
conception. The obtained QA-based measure gave 
high correlation, particularly on extremely 
abstractive summaries. But the final computation 
depends on human annotation. To avoid human 
dependence, Eyal, M et al.[11] devised a metric, 
namely Answering Performance for Evaluation of 
Summaries (APES) for summarization. APES 
used current progression in reading-
comprehension to enumerate capability of 
summary to answer questions. This method 
required prolonged time to accomplish a task. To 
minimize operating time, Dong, Let al.[12] 
devised Unified pre-trained Language Model 
(UNILM) which was fine-tuned for understanding 

NLP processes. However, this technique could not 
perform multi-task fine-tuning on NLU and NLG 
tasks. For effective fine-tuning, Chen, Y.C. and 
Bansal, M [13] devised a precise and quick 
summarization technique which first chooses 
relevant sentences and then rewrites them 
obstructively to produce a brief summary. A 
sentence-level policy gradient method was 
developed for bridging the gap amidst two neural 
networks. To increase speed, Narayan, S et al.[14] 
developed a training technique that globally 
optimized ROUGE measure with reinforcement 
learning. An algorithm was utilized for training 
neural summarization on CNN. However, this 
model required a long time. To minimize 
processing time, Su, Det al.[15]  developed a 
multi-task learning model which learned the shared 
representation amidst various processes. This 
model was constructed on top of a huge pre-trained 
language technique, like XLNet, and then fine-
tuned on several RC datasets, but it produced huge 
overhead. To reduce overhead, Dong, Yet al.[16]  
devised Span Fact for question answering to build 
corrections in system-produced summaries 
through span selection. This model adapted a 
single or multi-masking method to iteratively or 
auto-regressively restore entities for ensuring 
semantic consistency, but suffered from huge 
computational complexity. Chen Pet al[4] devised 
an innovative semantic evaluation method for 
different NLP applications without manual efforts 
and NLP systems details. However it failed in 
semantic comparison of two texts and other NLP 
tasks. Varasai, Pet al.[5]  developed an annotation 
schema which depicted the relations between the 
part of text as well as particular textual span  with 
the discourse relations. Although the method 
addressed a number of tasks in discourse level 
annotated corpus development, it failed to extend 
the annotation in QA systems.  

 
3.    PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
Advancements in generating neural text have 
gained huge interest in the abstractive 
summarization in recent years despite its 
progression, several issues still remain in 
summarization. In order to address some of the 
issues, an abstractive summarization with a 
question answering system using a hybrid deep 
model is developed. Initially, the review data, and 
products are given as an input to BERT 
tokenization. These tokens are given to aspect term 
extraction in order to extract the aspects from 

review data [11]. The sentiment rating is then 
predicted using ensemble classifiers, like DRN 
[12], DQNN [14], and DNFN [15] and the outputs 
of each model are fused with majority voting. The 
output obtained from aspect term extraction and 
BERT tokenization is used for graph generation. 
Using the graph, the Co-occurrence matrix is 
generated, which is considered as an input for 
abstractive summarization and the process is done 
using Hierarchical Attention Network (HAN) [16] 
and Attention-based Bidirectional CNN-RNN 
Deep Model (ABCDM) [13].The proposed 
approach consists of two phases, namely training 
phase and testing phase. In the training process, 
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HAN and ABCDM are trained with input review 
data, summarized text, question answer pairs and 
fused output obtained using majority voting 
method. In the testing phase, question, review data 
and summary are considered as an input to the 
trained HAN and ABCDM in order to retrieve 
relevant answers. Figure 1 depicts the framework 
of abstractive summarization with a question 
answering system using ABCDM-HAN. 

 
3.1. Input data 
Assume a database ,  and  for product ID, 
product review text and product questions, 
respectively with total samples count and it is 
expressed in the below expression. 

 mi  ,,,,, 21   (1) 

where, m symbolize total product ID’s in the 

database, and i signifies 
thi  product ID. 

 fd  ,,,,, 21   (2) 

where, f symbolize total product review text in 

the database, and d signifies 
thd  product 

review text. 

},,,,,{ 21 no    (3) 

where, n symbolize total product questions in the 

database, and o signifies 
tho product question. 

3.2. Prediction of sentiment rate using ensemble 
model 
The prediction of sentiment rating is executed 
using certain steps. Initially, the review data is 
accumulated, and BERT tokenization is applied to 
generate tokens. From each token, the ATE is 
applied for generating the aspects. Finally, the 
sentiment rating is predicted using the ensemble 
classifier that includes DRN, DNFN and DQNN. 
The steps involved are briefly described below. 
 
a). Tokenization using BERT 
After obtaining the text document , the 
tokenization is performed using BERT to split 
obtained documents into single word. In BERT 
[17], the downstream processes are effectively 
controlled using input or output illustration [18]. 
The input illustration reveals the set of sentences 
or single sentences into each sequence of tokens. 
The sentences represent a random span of 
adjoining text. Here, the learned embeddings are 
integrated using each token that express if it fit in 
to the sentence E or F . The outcome of BERT 
tokenization is termed as M , and is fed to the 
aspect term extraction phase.  

 
b) Extraction of aspect terms 
The BERT tokenization output M is fed as input of 
Aspect term extraction (ATE). The ATE helps to 
study characteristics of aspects and reluctantly 
mine aspects using the texts, and saves time and 
labor. ATE helps to extract and group aspects 
parallelly considering the seed words offered by 
users for various aspect classes. The synonymous 
aspects are located in the same class. ATE uses 
word embedding to reveal the concurrence word 
distribution, and then uses attention technique for 
weakening unconnected words and improves 
constancy of each aspect. The ATE [18] is a 
procedure of sequence labeling tasks that arrange 
input considering labels. The labels denoted as 

DCA aspasp ,,  indicates beginning, inside and 

outside of aspect terms respectively. For 
performing the ATE process, the input employed 
is “The price is reasonable although the service is 
poor” and it is provided by

},,,{ 21 pH   , and p  signifies a 

token after tokenization, 9p  indicates total 

tokens. The aforementioned samples are given by, 

},,,,,,,,{ LLALLLLALK aspasp . The ATE 

output is denoted as S , and is subjected to 
sentiment rating prediction, performed with 
ensemble classifiers.  
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Figure 1. Structure Of Abstractive Summarization With 
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c) Prediction of sentiment rating with ensemble 
classifier 
The ATE output S  is served as an input to 
ensemble classifier. The assessment of sentiment is 
important in extracting the user preferences. The  
sentiments are used to define the attitude of the 
user concerning a product. Here, the ensemble 
classifier is adapted to predict the sentiment rating. 
The ensemble contains three classifiers as 
described namely DRN [12], DNFN [20], and 
DQNN [21]and output of these classifiers is

321 ,,  and . 

i) Deep Residual Network 
The Residual Blocks idea was created to address 
the issue of the vanishing/exploding gradient. We 
apply a method known as skip connections in this 
network. The skip connection bypasses some 
levels in between to link layer activations to 
subsequent layers. This creates a leftover block. 
These leftover blocks are stacked to create resnet. 

The output of DRN classifiers is denoted as 1  
 
ii) Deep Neuro-Fuzzy network 
The combination of deep neural networks and 
fuzzy logic is known as deep neuro-fuzzy. Deep 
neuro-fuzzy optimizer is utilized for effective cost 
and peak reduction optimization.  It is a hybrid 
technique where the system objectives are 
computed using deep neural networks first and 
fuzzy logic in the second stage [42]. It consists of 
three layers namely, input layer, hidden layers and 
output layer. The input layer, a number of hidden 
layers for learning and validation, and the output 
layer make up the entire system. The input layer of 
a system is based on the quantity of input 
parameters and their fuzzification values. Rule, 
normalization, and defuzzification layers are the 
three hidden layers. The defuzzification layer is the 
output layer. The output of the DNFN is depicted 

as 2  
 
iii) Deep Quantum Neural Network 
The quantum perceptron is the smallest building 
unit of a quantum neural network. A quantum 
perceptron is a unitary operator with any number 
of input and output qubits). The output qubits are 
initialized in a fiducial product state, whereas the 
input qubits are initialized in a potentially 
unknown mixed state. The output of the DNFN is 
given by 3

 
 
d) Fusion using majority voting method 
The voting is performed with estimate of each 

technique regarding each instance and the final 
prediction is done using majority votes. The 
outputs from the three classifiers are combined 
which plays a significant role in prediction. 
Majority voting [22] is utilized to label the output. 
In majority voting, highest figures of votes is 
needed to make decision. Outputs of DRN, DNFN 

and DQNN denoted as 321 ,,  and are 

considered as an input to fusion. Consider a class 

that describes the classifier output iU as depicted 

in d-dimensional binary vectors represented as, 

    VsUU e
ess ,,1,1,0,1,  

 (4)
 

  


N

s

N

s js
c

ks UjU
1 1 ,, 1max

 (5)
 

The output obtained by fusing ensemble classifier 
with majority voting method is modeled as U,  that 
aids to forecast sentiment rating. 
 
3.3 Abstractive summarization 
 
The illustration of the process of abstractive 
generation is provided in which aspect terms S  

and tokenized data M are used to build summary. 
The abstractive summary is produced by utilizing 
the HAN+ABCDM. The process is elaborated 
below. 
 

 
a) Graph generation 
The graph is generated on the basis of frequency of 
occurrence of words. It employs the BERT 

tokenization output M  and ATE output S  as 
input for generating graphs. The obtained graph is 

expressed as .  
 

 
b) Cooccurance matrix generation 
For producing the co-occurrence matrix, the graph 
 produced with aspect terms and tokens is 

adapted as an input. Here, the co-occurrence 
matrix is produced by employing the below 
expression,  

 uvuvuv srq 
2

1
  (6) 

Where, uvr is the frequency of occurrence of the 

thu and 
thv word and uvs is given by, 







 


ASTnotarevoruif

ASTisvoruif

vuASTarevuif

suv

0

5.0

,&1

   

(7) 
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The co-occurrence matrix value is produced with 
equation (7). The co-occurrence matrix q  

obtained is subjected to HAN+ABCDM, which 
performs abstractive summarization. 
c) Abstractive summarization using 
HAN+ABCDM 
The obtained co-occurrence matrix q is subjected 

as input to HAN+ABCDM, wherein the 
HAN+ABCDM is obtained by combining HAN 
[24] and ABCDM [23]. It uses hyper parameters of 
HAN and ABCDM. The ABCDM considers an 
attention model which puts more focus on various 
words. In addition, it minimizes the features’ 
dimensionality. The HAN helps to categorize a text 
with its contextual information by collecting 
imperative words from the sentence vectors and 
imperative sentences from the document vectors. It 
aids to control large quantity of textual data. 
Moreover, it mines future and past contexts by 
temporal information. Thus, the combination of 
HAN and ABCDM improves overall efficiency for 
performing abstractive summarization, is 
performed in two phases, namely training and 
testing phase. 
 
3.4. Question answering system using hybrid 

HAN+ABCDM architecture 
The generation of question-answer is done using 
HAN+ABCDM. Here, the process is done using 
two stages, namely training and testing stage. Each 
of these stages is briefly examined below. 
3.4.1. Training  
In training phase, the question B , answer G and 

abstractive summarization A is provided as an 
input to ABCDM. The obtained result is further fed 

to HAN along with the question B , answer G to 
obtain the final answer. Figure 2 displays training 
phase processing in generation of question-answer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Training Phase Processing In Generation Of 
Question-Answer 

 
a) ABCDM Architecture 
Figure 3 displays ABCDM. In ABCDM, the 
embedding of GloVe word, bidirectional LSTM, 
bidirectional GRU, CNN and attention technique is 
used for improved capturing considering both local 
features and long-term dependencies. To generate 
matrix of input comment, the pre-trained GloVe 

embedding matrix vu
g

 with u

representing total words and v express size of 
embedding is used to entrench comment vector 

lb  such that l refers padding length and 

highest word count  ltwt ,1,  adapted in 

comment as, 

 ltwb tgt ,1,     (8) 

The GRU and LSTM are employed to identify both 
short and longer sequence of data. 

 ltbLSTMa ttLSTM
,1),(    (9) 

 1,),( ltbLSTMa ttLSTM
   (10) 

 ltbGRUa ttGRU
,1),(    (11) 

 1,),( ltbGRUa ttGRU
   (12) 

Using each word, tw one can produce annotation 

by combining forward and backward expressed as, 









LSTMLSTMLSTM
ttt aaa ,   (13) 









GRUGRUGRU
ttt aaa ,   (14) 

The attention technique is employed on 
LSTMta and 

GRUta to make the model able to pay more 

concentration to several words in review. Thus, the 
feature vector is obtained by extracting edifying  
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words and expressed by, 

 wLSTMtLSTMwLSTMt waWz
LSTM

 tanh  (15) 

 wGRUtGRUwGRUt waWz
GRU

 tanh  (16) 

 
 


t w

T
t

w
T
t

tLSTM

LSTMLSTM

LSTMLSTM

zz

zz

exp

exp
   (17) 

 
 


t w

T
t

w
T
t

tGRU

GRUGRU

GRUGRU

zz

zz

exp

exp
   (18) 

LSTMLSTM ttLSTM as      (19) 

GRUGRU ttGRU as      (20) 

where, tz express hidden model of ta , and wz
symbolize context vectors. The consequence of 

word tz is evaluated using similarity of tz and wz  

is normalized.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Architecture Of ABCDM 
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Consider feature vector Lc  is expressed as

   8,1;,,, 21  ilclclcLc fi  .The output of 

this layer is expressed as, 

 dpdd walua  Re                  (21) 

where, pa express hidden representation, and d
and dw signifies learned parameters. The output 

produced by ABCDM is .O  
 
b) HAN Architecture 
HAN model covers various attributes in such a way 
that it includes sentence attention layer, word 
attention, sentence encoder, and word encoder. 

This model incorporates questions B , answers G  

and abstractive summarization A  as an input. The 
HAN model is depicted in fig.4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. HAN Model 
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i) Word encoder 
The input questions B , answers G  and 

abstractive summarization A are used to vectors 
considering embedding matrixW . In addition, the 
bidirectional GRU is adapted to produce word 
annotations.   

  ,...,1;. gg DFDE  (22) 

    ,1, 


Et   (23) 

   1,, 





Et   (24) 

The annotation is attained for mined feature by 

combining forward hidden state t


 and backward 

hidden state 


t in such a way that, 







ttt , .  

 
ii) Word attention 
Thus, all words do not constantly give explanation 
of sentence meaning. Meanwhile, the attention 
factor is modeled to mine words and is noteworthy 
in sentences. The illustration of informative 
features is united to generate the sentence vector.  

 otJx  .tanh   (25) 

 
  



Q
E

J
E

J

xx

xx

exp

exp   (26) 

tE .    (27) 

Initially, mthat refers annotation of word is 

subjected to one-layer MLP for generating x that 

indicates the hidden representation of t . In 

addition, x that indicates word importance is 

computed using word level context vector Ex and 

attain normalized weight  based on the SoftMax 

function. 
 
iii) Sentence encoder 
It adapted and devised bidirectional GRU to 
encode sentences using sentence vector E .     

 Et f 


   (28) 

 Et f 


   (29) 

Thus, annotation of sentence is acquired by 

combining ft and ft , wherein  ffff tttt ,
review adjacent sentences. 
iv)  Sentence attention 
The sentence level context vector M  is utilized to 
discover sentence consequences.    

 IfIf otFz  tanh                   (30) 

 
 



f

J
f

J
f

f Vz

Vz

exp

exp
                   (31) 


f

ff tQ .
                                   

(32) 

where, Q  expose document vector. The output is 

denoted as tR .   

 
3.4.2. Testing 
In testing phase, the question B , input review data 
J and abstractive summarization A are provided as 
an input to trained HAN. The obtained result is 
further fed to ABCDM to obtain the final answer. 
Figure 5 displays schematic representation of 
testing phase in generation of question-answer. 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The efficiency of ABCDM+HAN is inspected by 
evaluating techniques with different measures by 
varying review percentage.  
 
4.1. Setup of experiments  
Both ABCDM and HAN are scripted in PYTHON.  
 
4.2. Dataset description 
Amazon question/answer data [25] and Amazon 
product data [26] are used as dataset for the present 
study. 
 
a) Amazon question/answer data 
This Amazon question/answer data [25] comprises 
Question and Answer data acquired from the 
Amazon with total 1.4 million answered questions. 
It is combined with Amazon product review data 
by matching product ID in the Q/A dataset. This 
review data involves product metadata. It involves 
certain parameters like ASIN, question Type, 
answer Type and so on. 
 
b) Amazon product data 
This Amazon product data [26] comprises reviews 
of products and metadata collected from Amazon 
that involves 143.7 million reviews that arrives 
from May 1996 to July 2014. It contains certain 
attributes like reviewer ID, ASIN, summary and so 
on. 
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Figure 5. Schematic Representation Testing Phase In Generation Of Question-Answer 
 
4.3. Performance measures 
The developed technique is assessed with certain 
measures for computing efficiency as described 
below. 

4.3.1 Precision: It refers closeness degree of more 
than two sizes amongst each other, and is 
formulated by, 

pp

p




Pr                   (33) 

where, p signifies true positive, and p is false 

positive.  
4.3.2. Recall: It computes entire actual positives 
wherein model accumulates with label of true 
positive, and it is expressed by, 

fp

p




Re

                

 (34) 

where, f is false negative.  

4.3.3. F Measure: It refers weighted harmonic 
mean of recall and precision, and is modeled by,  













RePr

RePr
2FM                        (35) 

4.3.4. Rouge: It is used to evaluate automated text 
summarization and translation of machines. It 
performs by comparing and producing the  
summaries automatically and translates a set of 
reference summaries. It is formulated as, 

T

N
Rouge o               (36) 

where, oN signifies overlapping words count, T
symbolize total words in reference summary. 

 
4.4. Comparison of Proposed Method with 
other Existing Methods  
 
The sentiment rating methods considered for 
comparison with the proposed method includes 
Deep-Autoencoder [27], LSTM [28], 
LSTM+RNN [29], DNN [30], CHWOA-based 
RMDL[31], hybrid deep learning[32]. 
The abstractive summarization methods 
considered for comparison with the proposed 
method   include sEndorsement model [33], 
RNN+LSTM [34], RARS [35], HITS based 
attention model [36] and CNN-Transfer 
learning[37].  
The question and answer methods considered for 
comparison with the proposed method   includes 
TransTQA[38], SemBioNLQA[39], XLNet,[40] 
Multi-KB QA[41] andQAInfomax[43]. 
The performance of the designed ensemble 
classifier is assessed by using different measures as 
a function of number of reviews. The discussion 
regarding the sentiment rating, abstractive 
summarization and Question and answering 
analysis is described below. 
 
 
4.4.1. Assessment of sentiment rating  
Figure 6 displays the assessment of sentiment 
rating with different metrics. The data indicates 
that efficiency of Sentiment Rating in terms of 
Precision, Recall and F-measure vary as a function 
for number of reviews ranging from 60 – 90%, 
compared with the existing methods the 
performance is Deep Auto-encoder < LSTM << 
LSTM+RNN < DNN < ChWoA-based RMDL < 
Hybrid Deep Learning < Proposed Ensemble 
Classifier. 

 
 

 
Trained 
ABCDM 

 

 
 

 
 

Trained HAN 

Answer 

Input review data  

Question  

Abstractive summarization  
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
Figure 6. Assessment Of Sentiment Rating With          
A) Precision Of Ensemble Classifier 
B) Recall Of Ensemble Classifier 
C) F Measure Of Ensemble Classifier 
 
 
 

4.4.2. Assessment of abstract summarization 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(d) 
Figure 7. Assessment Of Abstract Summarization 
Rating Using  
A) Precision Of ABCDM-HAN 
 B) Recall Ofabcdm-HAN  
C) F Measure Of ABCDM-HAN  
 D) Rouge Of ABCDM-HAN 
 
Figure 7 depicts analysis of abstractive 
summarization with different metrics as a function 
of % of reviews. From the experimental results, it 
can be seen that the abstractive summarization 
values vary as a function of review % varying from 
60 to 90%. The above data indicates that 
performance of abstractive summarization in terms 
of Precision, Recall and F-measure vary as a 
function for number of reviews ranging from 60 – 
90%, compared with the existing methods the 
performance is Endorsement model < RNN + 
LSTM < RARS < HITS based attention < CNN-
Transfer Learning < Proposed HAN+ABCDM. 
 
4.4.3. Assessment of Question answering system 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
Figure 8. Assessment Of Question And Answering 
System Using  
A) Precision O Fhan-Abcdm Qa  
 B) Recall Of Han-Abcdm Qa  
C) F Measure Of Han-Abcdm Qa 
 
Figure 8 depicts analysis of Question and 
answering system with some metrics. The 
assessment graph is explicated in figure 8. The 
above data indicates that efficiency of Question 
Answering System in terms of Precision, Recall 
and F-measure vary as a function for number of 
reviews ranging from 60 – 90%, compared with the 
existing methods the performance is 
TransTQA<SemBioNLQA<XLNet< Multi-KB 
QA <QAInfomax< Proposed HAN-ABCDM QA. 
 
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Based on the above results and discussion, it ca be 
concluded that abstractive summarization 
enhances the efficiency of HAN-ABCDM based 
Question Answering System, key steps involved in 
Hybrid Deep Learning model are described 
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below.The review data is first subjected to BERT 
tokenization to generate tokens and then aspect 
term extraction is used to extract the aspects from 
review data. Further, the sentiment rating is 
predicted using ensemble classifiers, like DRN, 
DQNN, and DNFN and its obtained outputs are 
fused with the majority voting. The output 
obtained from aspect term extraction is considered 
as an input for abstractive summarization and the 
process is done using HAN and ABCDM with 
training and testing stages. In the training stage, 
HAN and ABCDM are trained with summarized 
text question answer pairs and fused output 
obtained from ensemble classifier. In testing stage, 
question and summary are considered as an input 
subjected to the trained HAN and ABCDM in 
order to retrieve relevant answers. The proposed 
method is effective in enhancing quality of 
summaries. Considering question answering 
model, the proposed HAN-ABCDM QA offered 
the highest precision of 82.1%, recall of 95.7%, 
and F-measure of 93.9% which are higher than the 
corresponding values obtained for other exiting 
methods. 
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